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Since time immemorial, many of those who have dared sail the seas have had the thrilling experience of
encountering St. Elmo’s fire: a fascinating physical phenomena in which the ionization of air molecules in an
electrical storm causes an electric glow - or corona discharge - to emanate from ship masts. This “fire”, observed
in the dead of night on a tumultuous sea, is shrouded in great superstition; it has even been attributed to mystical
forces and interpreted by many seafarers as a bad omen. That, at least, is how it is conveyed by Herman Melville
in Moby Dick, when Stubb cries: “St Elmo’s fires! Have mercy on us!”
So, should we interpret the adverse performance in early 2022 – the worst start to any year for equity markets
since 1970 – as a St. Elmo’s fire for the markets?
The events that have unfolded over the last three months have hampered the outlook for the future and caused
the economic cycle to mature more quickly than expected. The war in Ukraine and the lockdowns implemented
by China to tackle Covid have further aggravated the existing disruptions to global supply chains. Along with
additional energy price hikes, this has piled pressure on monetary authorities to curb inflation, which despite
being near its peak is currently at a 40-year high; we expect it to fall slowly and gradually.
Central banks, with the Fed at the helm, have been forced to take swift action to quash inflation whilst
simultaneously pursuing a soft landing for the economy. Unfortunately, the Fed’s past success rate is less than
encouraging. In the last 12 rate hike cycles undertaken since 1954, it has only achieved a soft landing on three
occasions: in 1965, 1984 and 1994. On all other occasions, despite its best intentions, the impact on economic
growth ended up causing a recession. In any case, it is important to note that the recessions that occurred in the
other 9 cases were very similar in nature. They were completely unlike the 1970 recession, for example, which
triggered a drop in GDP of up to 1% for 4 quarters, or the one in 2008, which drove an accumulated contraction
in GDP of up to -4% over a year and a half.
1. USA RATE HIKES AND RECESSIONS
Sources: Bloomberg and Banca March
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We must, however, remain cognisant of the fact that
in most cases, recessions happen when rate hikes
come to an end, not at times like the present, when
they have only just started in the US. In Europe, they
will begin in July. Historically, from the time the rate
hikes come to an end, a period of 11 months tends to
pass before there is a contraction in GDP.

In the short term, there is still good news to come
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for the economy. We expect the excess savings
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accumulated during the pandemic ($2 trillion in US
bank deposits since Covid broke out), coupled with
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real negative interest rates, which will last for at
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least another year, to mitigate the slowdown and
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drive a rotation from industrial activity towards the
services sector. Financing costs remain low and are
still lower than the cost of capital. What’s more, the robust starting point for the labour market, with vacancies at
record highs, leave plenty of breathing space, leading us to rule out a recession in the next 12 months.
However, given the weakening financial condition and the omen sent by St. Elmo’s fire, it is worth taking a look
at how the markets have historically performed in response to the possibility of recession. We can reliably draw
four conclusions from the downturns registered since the Second World War:
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1. The empirical evidence shows that recessions and market downturns are actually less closely linked
than intuition might suggest; of the 13 bear markets observed, only 8 ended in recession.
2. Don’t jump the gun. There is such a thing as a false alarm! Most common in situations of uncertainty,
these occurred on 38% of occasions, with losses approaching or exceeding 20% but not ending in recession
and tending to be followed by swift recoveries, except in 1987, when the return from trough to peak took
23 months.
3. The scale and nature of every recession is different. Equity markets have not turned bearish – or even
lost more than 20% – in every recession. In the 1960 recession, for example, the maximum loss stood at
-14%; in 1980, it was -17%.
4. The tough times in 2000 and the 2008 financial crisis are front of mind for us all, but the average loss
posted in bear markets is actually lower: 36%, with a median of 34%.
2. S&P 500: DOWNTURNS AND ECONOMIC RECESSIONS
Sources: Bloomberg and Banca March
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It is also worth remembering that even bear markets will have rallies. Although we are not currently in a technical
bear market – this only took place for a few brief moments during the session on 20 May – it is still worth
factoring into decision-making, to ensure we do not overreact in periods of high stress and significant consecutive
daily losses.
3. AVERAGE RETURN DURING BEAR MARKETS

4. S&P 500: RALLIES IN BEAR MARKETS
Sources: Bloomberg and Banca March
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Over the years, not all seafarers have interpreted St. Elmo’s fire as a portent. Great explorers like Columbus and
Magallanes saw the corposant as a symbol of protection: “where he appeared, there could be no danger.”
There are changes ahead, and the outcome could go either way. Volatility, however, is a given, so rather than
seeking divine protection, it would be well worth harnessing recent gains to take a more conservative stance.

Joan Bonet Majó
Chief Investment Strategist
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IMPORTANT REMARK:
The contents of this document are merely illustrative and do not pretend, are not and cannot be considered
under any circumstances as an investment recommendation towards the contracting of financial products. This
document has only been prepared to help the customer make an independent and individual decision but does
not intend to replace any type of advice needed for the contracting of such products. The terms and conditions
described in this document are to be viewed as preliminary terms only, subject to discussion and negotiation as
well as to the agreement and final drafting of the terms affecting the transaction, which will appear in the contract
or certificate to be issued. Consequently, Banca March, S.A. and its customers are not bound by this document
unless both parties decide to embark on a specific transaction and agree on the terms and conditions concerning
the final documents to be approved. Banca March, S.A. does not offer any guarantee, expressly or implicitly, in
relation with the information shown in this document. All terms, conditions and prices contained in this document
are merely informative and subject to modifications depending on the market circumstances, changes in laws,
jurisprudence, administrative procedures or any other issue which may affect them. The customer should be
aware that the products mentioned in this document may not be appropriate for his/her specific investment
targets, financial situation or risk profile. For this reason the customer must make his/her own decisions by taking
into account such circumstances and by obtaining specialised advice in tax, legal, financial, regulatory, accounting
issues or any other type of information required. Banca March, S.A. does not assume any responsibility for any
direct or indirect costs or loss which may result from the use of this document or its contents. No part of this
document can be copied, photocopied or duplicated in any way or through any means, redistributed or quoted
without a previous written authorisation by Banca March, S.A.
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